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Abstract - After a decade of continuous development, CBIR
technology has become more and more mature and starts
playing a key role in human life. The ability to retrieve
appropriate visual information without human assistance is
still a complex, and interesting problem. To retrieve
appropriate information from large image database, Content
Based image retrieval (CBIR) is a popular approach. Contentbased image retrieval involves a direct matching operation
between a query image and a database of stored images. The
three most common image matching features are colour,
shape and texture. The fundamental challenge in image
retrieval is to determine how low-level, pixel representation
contained in a image can be efficiently and effectively
processed to identify spatial relationships of colors and
objects. In the proposed method binary clustering are used
simultaneously on target and query images to retrieve color
difference. In this work Geometric spreadness of each color
also calculate using coordinate information of clusters and
used it with color difference with some weighted. This thesis
presents color feature extraction and similarity measure
approaches CBIRC for content-based image retrieval.
Key Words: CBIR, Image processing, RGB Color Model,
Feature extraction, Intensity,HSV
1. INTRODUCTION

In the world of technology, information management is
become very crucial. As the people know about information
technology the use of the computer and digital devices has
been increases. People download picture or capture image
from digital camera and then upload on the internet. That
means we can say that image data are generated very rapidly
that create very large image databases. With the massive
growth in the amount of visual information available, there
exists a real need for systems to catalog and provide
retrieval from digital image libraries. Image is described by
visual features such as color, texture, shape, space and other
features. The features can be classified as low-level feature
and high-level features. Users can query example images
based on these features. By similarity comparison the target
image from the image repository is retrieved. Meanwhile, the
next important phase today is focused on clustering
techniques. Clustering algorithms can offer superior
organization of multidimensional data for effective retrieval.
It also allows nearest-neighbor search to be performed
efficiently. An image is a group of pixel that represents the
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object or region in the image. Many color models are exist to
represent the image like RGB, HSV, and HSL etc. RGB color
model are simple model that uses the primary color (red,
green, blue) to represent the color intensity value of the pixel
in an image. A color image may be described as three layered
image of Red, Green and Blue plane (Figure 1.1).

BLUE
GREEN
RED

Figure

1.1

Three layer of RGB Color Model
2. PRELIMINARY OF CONTENT BASED IMAGE RETRIEVAL
SYSTEM
Image retrieval is the fast growing and challenging research
area with regard to both still and moving images. CBIR aims
at searching image databases for specific images that are
similar to a given query image. For this purpose various
image processing technique have been used to improve the
performance and result. There are many methods are
proposed for image retrieval that are based on visual
features such as colour, texture and shape [1].CBIR system
are in its under development even though various image
retrieval system has been developed like IBM`s QBIC [2],
Webseek [3], etc. One reason is that the currently available
methods are not completely fulfils the requirement .These
requirement include functional requirement as well non
functional requirement. Another reason is the semantic gap
between low level and high level feature [4]. As the system is
growing and to meet the requirements, these gaps have to be
minimized so that it can provide more feature and
functionality.
3.1 Image
An image may be defined as a two-dimensional function f(x,
y), where x and y are spatial coordinates and the amplitude
of f at any pair of coordinates (x, y) is called the intensity of
the image at that point. Image may be continuous with
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respect to the x and y coordinates and also in amplitude.
Converting such an image to digital form requires that the
coordinates and amplitude, be digitized through sampling
and quantization respectively.
When x, y and the amplitude values are finite and
discrete quantities the image is a digital image. A digital
image can be defined as a two-dimensional digital space
that contains intensity or color information arranged along
an x and y spatial axis. As shown in the equation below the
right side of equation represent a digital image and each
element of this array is called an image element, picture
element or pixel.

the image, assigning color values to the resolution of the
histogram, and building the histogram using color
components as indices.
• Computational simplicity: The histogram computation
has O(X, Y) complexity for images of size X × Y. The
complexity for a single image match is linear(n), where n
represents the number of different colors, or resolution of
the histogram.
• Low storage requirements: The color histogram size is
significantly smaller than the image itself, assuming color
quantization.
3.3 Texture

3. APPROACHES FOR CBIR
The approaches considered so far for content-based image
retrieval can be classified as one of these three types [5].
1.
2.
3.

Manual annotation,
Automatic feature extraction and retrieval, and
Combinations of both.

In traditional retrieval systems features are added
manually, e.g. adding text strings describing the content of an
image. These systems require too much manpower taking
into account the amount of image data available nowadays.
Additionally the growth of available image data is faster than
annotations can be added.
3.2 Color
Color is one of the most prominent perceptual features,
because it more understandable and recognizable for the
human eye in the image. Most commercial CBIR systems
include color as one of the features such as QBIC, WebSeek
etc. Generally CBIR systems first extracts color feature from
the image than calculate histogram and then finding the
distance between the images. Color is also used with other
feature for the information retrieval from the image. Images
characterized by color features have many advantages [6].
• Robustness: The color histogram is invariant to rotation of
the image on the view axis, and changes in small steps when
rotated otherwise or scaled [7]. It is also insensitive to
changes in image and histogram resolution and occlusion.
• Effectiveness: There is high percentage of relevance
between the query image and the extracted matching
images.
• Implementation simplicity: The construction of the color
histogram is a straightforward process, including scanning
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Texture is another important property of images. Texture
refers to the visual patterns that have properties of
homogeneity that do not result from the presence of only a
single color or intensity. It is an innate property of virtually
all surfaces, including cloud, trees, bricks, hair, fabric, etc. It
contains important information about the structural
arrangement of surfaces and their relationship to the
surrounding environment.
3.4 Shape
Shape is an important visual feature and it is one of the
primitive features for image content description. Shape
based image retrieval is the measuring of similarity between
shapes represented by their features. Shape content
description is difficult to define because measuring the
similarity between shapes is difficult. Shape descriptors can
be divided into two main categories: region based and
contour-based methods. Region-based methods use the
whole area of an object for shape description, while contourbased methods use only the information present in the
contour of an object [6].
3.5 Image Similarity Measure
There are many techniques that have been proposed by
many researchers to measure the distance between two
images e.g. Euclidian distance, Root mean distance etc. Each
metric has some important characteristics related to an
application.
3.6 Euclidean distance: The Euclidean distance between
two n-dimensional (row or column) vectors x and y is
defined as the scalar.

3.7 Manhattan distance: The Manhattan distance between
two items is the sum of the differences of their
corresponding components.
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Where n is the number of variables, and xi and yi
are the values of the ith variable, at points x and y
respectively.
3.8 Earth Movers Distance: Distance between two
distributions is measured by Earth Mover’s Distance [8].
Consider a metric space X endowed with distance function
dX. Then, for two multi-sets A, B X, of size s = |A| = |B|, the
earthmover distance (EMD) between A and B is defined as

.

Where the minimum is taken over all bisections

EMD is based on the minimal cost that must be paid
to transform one distribution into another.EMD matches
perceptual similarity well and can operate on variable-length
representations of the distributions; it is suitable for regionbased image similarity measure [9], [10] but EMD is based
on simplex method, and suffer from high complexity.
CHIC Method: In [9] author use CHIC method to compare
the histogram by clustering, to measure between query
image histogram and target image histogram. Here both
histograms are based on color distribution of images, so they
are different in size and also have different intervals
between histogram bins. Due to heterogeneity of histogram
Euclidian distance or manhattans distance are unable to
perform similarity measurement. CHIC method in first step
performs clustering of color feature. In second step it finds
discrepancies between all clusters, and then adds all
discrepancies to find distance between images. Compare to
EMD, CHIC method is fast.

To identify any pixel belongs to Iq or It a variable dp are
used that store total number of pixel in Iq or It. In matrix
plane I if the index value of any pixel is greater than dp then it
belong to It otherwise it belong to Iq. Then apply binary
clustering on the data set S so that Si number of clusters are
generated and each Si contain sub cluster
and
.
The sub cluster

and

contains quarry image and

target image pixels respectively. After the clustering process
we find the difference between the images by absolutely
adding the discrepancy of each cluster.
This method also save the index value in the index cluster Gi.
Gi is generated corresponding to each and every color value
of the cluster Si called index cluster and used for retrieving
the geometrical feature of the image. On these cluster we
calculate geometric mean and geometric standard deviation
and then find the geometric difference between the images.
The index clusters are stored corresponding to color cluster
of image I. We classify the color data in two class say x0 and
x1. Actually by doing this we are finding out the hyper-plane
that will divide the color data set S in x0 and x1.
As shown in Figure 4.2 quarry image pixel
,

and

and target image

and

,

respectively are combined and treated as a single
image I.
Coordinate Index Conversion: Any pixel value (xi, yi) are
converted in index form. If M is the matrix with n rows and m
columns than index formulas are

(1)

(2)

(3)

4. PROPOSED METHOD

For effective image retrieval clustering are used in
extensively manner by many researcher. In the proposed
method called “Content Based Image Retrieval using
Clustering” (CBIRC) we use binary clustering to cluster the
color data. First we apply preprocessing steps that involve
resize the image in equal size and some suitable format so
that color processing would be easy and effectively work on
the all images. Let Iq is the quarry image i.e. image to be
search and It is the image from the image database i.e. target
image. After preprocessing all three matrix plane of Iq and It
are combined row by row and considered as a single image
matrix I as shown in Figure 4.1 and 4.2. Then arrange these
matrix planes in one column index form using (1) such that
entries of each column sequentially fill up by rows i.e. first
quarry image are placed than after target image are place
that we call image I. On this image matrix I apply clustering.
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Where I is the index value, x is the row of the
element i.e. x coordinate and y is the column of element i.e. y
coordinate.
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Figure 4.1 RGB planes of Quarry Image and Target Image
For the input color data set S we use variance
threshold value. One can decide value of
splitting any cluster Si, the variance
greater than

Figure 4.3 Converted RGB planes in single column format

as a

Now calculate mean

for image I.

empirically. For

of that cluster must be

. To divide the data set S of image in two

subsets Sk and Sk+1 assign some index value ki for each and
every pixel pi of image I. These index values are also used to
calculate geometric difference.
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Than calculate difference

between

and

where xi represents the color value of (Ri ,Gi ,Bi) for pixel pi.

If the Di is negative than the pixel are placed in sub
cluster Sk otherwise it will placed in sub cluster Sk+1.Than
calculate variance of cluster Sk and Sk+1 i.e.
and
.We
first split that cluster whose variance is maximum. Suppose
is greater than
and
then split this cluster.

Figure 4.2 Combined Quarry Image and Target Image

Otherwise if

Initially S contains all color values of image I. To split image
cluster S in two classes calculate the mean and variance of
the Image S. If the variance is greater than some threshold

split and the splitting process will stop. Similarly if
greater than

is not greater than

than Sk+1 will not
is

then split Sk. This procedure repeats for each

then it is a splitable cluster thus split this cluster

cluster Sk+n until we meet all the unsplitable clusters i.e. the
variance of all cluster is less than threshold value . Each

in Sk and Sk+1. This process is repeats until we meet all the
clusters are unsplitable.

cluster represents the same type colors of the image I. Then
find the discrepancy of each cluster.

variance
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By adding discrepancy of all clusters we get the color
difference between the Iq and It.
In any cluster Si some pixel are from quarry image
and some pixel are from target image. Corresponding to
each cluster Si, index cluster Gi is generated that contain
index value ki corresponding to each pixel pi. The index value
ki is converted in coordinate (xi , yi) using (2) and (3).
For x and y co-ordinate of image It,

and

Than calculate the difference between geometric
standard deviation of the sub cluster. Do this for all
unsplitable clusters and by absolutely adding their
difference that show the geometrical color discrepancy.

are the

geometric mean respectively.

Adding this Geometrical color discrepancy and color
difference of the image will be the total difference between
the quarry image and target image. The Geometrical color
discrepancy can be represented as a Geometrical color
difference or in simple word Geometrical difference
, thus
represented by

Similarly for image Iq geometric mean

and

will

be

The value of is

is selected between zero and one.

In this method geographical information of pixel are
also used to classify images more effectively and results are
more accurate.
Algorithm
Input Parameter: Quarry Image Iq , Target Image It
Output: Difference between Quarry Image Iq and
Target Image It

Where

and

of index sub cluster

and

are the cardinality
respectively.

For each and every unsplitable cluster calculate the
geometric standard deviation (GSTD) with respect to
geometric mean of quarry image pixel cluster and target
image pixel cluster that are considering as a sub clusters of
the cluster Si. Geometric Standard Deviation
for It
will be

Step 1 : Combined all three matrix plane (Red, Green, Blue)
of Quarry Image Iq and Target Image It row wise and make
new matrix I.
Step 2 : Arrange each plane of I in one column index form
such that entries of column sequentially fill up by rows.
Step 3 :
Step (i): Find a splitable subcluster whose Variance is
maximum.
Step (ii): Split the subcluster into two new subclusters using
Binary Clustering.

and

Step 4 : If the Variance of selected cluster is not greater
than Threshold Variance than it is not splitable and mark it.

for Iq
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Step 5 : Corresponding to each cluster, generate Index
Cluster that contain Index Value for each pixel in the cluster.
Step 6 : Repeat step 4, 5 and 6 until the Variance in each
subcluster is below from Threshold Variance.
Step 7 : For all marked unsplitable cluster Calculate
Discrepancy of cluster.
Step 8 : Calculate Color Difference.
Step 9 : In the Index Cluster convert each index value in the
(x,y) co-ordinate.
Step 10: Calculate Geometric Mean for each x and y coordinate in Quarry and Target Image.
Step 11: Calculate the Geometric Standard Deviation (GSTD)
with respect to Geometric Mean of Quarry Image Pixel
Cluster and Target Image Pixel Cluster.
Step 12: Calculate Geometric Color Discrepancy for each
Cluster.

Then find colour discrepancy and difference of target and
object image with the geometric colour discrepancy .All
images form database taken one by one and count their
corresponding distance. On the basis of their Colour
difference and Geometric difference indexing is perform in
descending order. In next stage images are montage as a
thumbnail according to indexing.
5. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
We perform our experimental result on Intel Core 2 Duo CPU
2.10 GHz, 2GB RAM and Windows XP 32 bit operating
system. We develop our coding in MATLAB 7.6.0.324(R 2008
a). In our experiment we take 600 different landscape
images from Google search engine. We divide all images in
six appropriate categories manually. Each category has 100
images. So each image belongs to specific class. These classes
are sunset, sea, farm, large stone, desert and night. Types of
image and there categorization are important because
precision graph based on image category. So due to this
reason we take landscape images such that, there is
sufficient visual difference between different categories of
images. Typical images are shows in Figure 5.1.

Step 13: Calculate Geometric Difference (GD)
Step 14: Calculate Total Difference by adding all the Color
Difference and Geometric Discrepancy of colour.
Step 15: Return Total Difference between Iq and It.
In Figure 4.4 show block diagram of image retrieval using
CBIRC. Query image and target image form database resize
in the same size. After that they combine in specific manner
and make a whole image and extract the color feature and
other index information from combined image.

Quarry Image
Image
Database

Image Resizing

Image Resizing

Figure 5.1 Categories of Images
Combined Image

We compare visual and graphical result between ACE (for
variable count i.e.VC) and CBIRC. Precision graph of different
queries may have too much fluctuation , so to get the perfect
concluding result we use average precision graph .We
examine both process ACE & CBIRC for separate query of
different class. Result show that CBIRC return good result in
90% cases with ACE (VC).

Extract Image Colors

Colour Discrepancy
Calculation

Geometric colour
Discrepancy Calculation

Distance Calculation

Figure 5.2 show a query image of class “desert”. According to
query image figure 5.3 shows a retrieval result for ACE
variable count method in which 42 same

Indexing
&
Retrieval

Output ranked
Image

Figure 4.4 Image Retrieval Using CBIRC
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distance of retrieved images from quarry image are shown in
Table 5.2 for CBIRC .

Figure 5.2 Quarry image
Class images are retrieve out of 80 images. So retrieval
efficiency is (42/80*100) =52.5%.The distance of retrieved
images from the quarry image are shown in Table 5.1 for
ACE method

Figure 5.4 Result of CBIRC
Table 5.2 Distance of retrieved image from the quarry
image respectively for CBIRC

Figure 5.3 Result of ACE (VC)
Table 5.1 Distance of retrieved image from the quarry
image respectively for ACE (VC)

5.1 Average precision graph comparison
The performance of a color extraction method is measured
in terms of average retrieval precision. Each time a query
image taken from database and retrieve k best matched
image from database. The average retrieval precision is
defined according to [9] as follows

Figure 5.4 shows a, retrieval result for CBIRC in which 55
same class images are retrieved out of 80 images. So
retrieval efficiency is (55/80*100)= 68.75%.So for given
specific query CBIRC is 16.25% better than ACE (VC).The
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Where j is the no images in the database and ni is the
number of returned image falling into correct image class of
quarry image i. Figure 5.5 shows the precision comparison
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graph of CBIRC and ACE in case of VC. We compare ACE and
CBIRC on variances 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500. ACE shows
corresponding precision values 0.7062, 0.7024, 0.6911,
0.6663, 0.5812 and for CBIRC 0.8662, 0.8524, 0.8211,
0.8073, 0.7012. Here CBIRC show 14 % better result from
ACE.

with the appropriate weighted that is the total difference
between images. The algorithms are tested on 600 landscape
images. We compare proposed method with ACE on all
images to calculating average retrieval performance.
Experiment result show significant improvement of
proposed method over ACE method.
A number of significant issues related to the CBIR
have been addressed in this work. However, there are still a
number of possible improvements that require further investigation. There are also a number of new directions in
which the presented work can be employed.
(1) To improve proposed algorithm by using proper
preprocessing of images such as contrast
enhancement, noise removal etc.
(2) To speed up the algorithm perform similarity
measure on color feature in place of colors.
(3) By getting regional feature into account and
combined with color feature to improve
algorithm performance.

Figure 5.5 Precision comparisons between CBIRC and ACE
(VC)
Our Proposed method CBIRC gives good result as compare
to ACE. The main region of increased retrieval result`s
performance is that in the CBIRC, we cluster all the colors of
both image at the time of image color extraction, on the other
hand in ACE clusters of color feature for each separate image
are made by CHIC. After that CHIC find discrepancies
between all clusters and add all discrepancy. Color cluster
perform more robust clustering comparing to feature color
clustering, because features are representative color, not
true color. This implies summation of discrepancies of color
cluster is best estimation of similarity measure of image
compare to, summation of discrepancies of color feature
cluster. In CBIRC geometric color discrepancy also used to
calculate the difference between images. So above fact
implies the performance of CBIRC increases as with number
of colors increases in images.

(4) To get a better performance, the system can
automatically pre-classified the database into
different semantic images and develop
algorithm that are specific for particular
semantic image class.
(5) On the place of binary clustering another
clustering can be used.
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